
L-18 Amino supplies highly concentrated plant derived amino acids
Robust Natural Formulation = Low Use Rates - Offers Complete Package of Ideally Proportioned L-Amino acids.
Patented process used to extract Natural L-Amino acids directly from soybean plant tissue.  Provides 
building blocks for proteins and amino acids to increase photosynthesis.  Bolstered with nutrients 
specific to increasing formation of chlorophyll, proteins and enzymes.

Metabolic Enhancers Improve Plant Activity and Energy Storage
Activate Plant Metabolic Activity for More Vibrant Turf
L-18 Amino is a naturally absorbed amino acid supplement.  The addition of amino acids improves the 
metabolic efficiency of the plant.  Plants are able to store more carbohydrates, reduced root decline, increase 
photosynthesis leading to better health, especially during periods of extreme stress.
Activate Fertilizers for Improved Uptake and Response
L-18 Amino facilitates greater uptake of nutrients.  Foliar uptake of most plant nutrients is inhibited by the 
natural charge carried by most nutrients.  L-Amino Acids chelate nutrients eliminating their charge thereby 
increasing the likelihood of foliar uptake.
Activate Pesticides and PGR's for Better Efficiency
L-18 Amino improves uptake of many pesticides and growth regulators leading to better efficiency of many 
tank mix chemistry’s.

When plants are operating under optimum conditions, photosynthesis, respiration and other plant physiological 
processes perform harmoniously.  However, golf courses and athletic turf is rarely grown under optimum conditions.  
As the Superintendent is pressured to increase turf conditions, plants suffer and do not operate to full potential.

Frequent applications of L-18 Amino provides the following benefits:
Easily absorbed L-Amino Acids used by the plant to create necessary proteins.  Proteins  have structural, metabolic and 
transport functions.
Proteins make almost all enzymes which catalyze all biochemical reactions within the plant.
Utilization of L-Amino Acids allow the plant to conserve ATP energy and apply that energy towards other metabolic 
processes.
Allows turf to maintain stored carbohydrates thus reducing root decline.
L-Amino Acids contain an abundance of amino acids specific to increasing plant photosynthesis, which helps energy 
efficiency and leads to better overall health.
L-Amino Acids provide the plant with effective cell protectants which allows the plant to maintain viability during 
periods of heat, drought, salt and other environmental stresses.








